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Abstract—We propose a norm-based joint transmit and re-
ceive antenna selection (NBJTRAS) aided near-capacity multiple-
input–multiple-output (MIMO) system relying on the assistance of
a novel two-tier channel estimation scheme. Speciﬁcally, a rough
estimate of the full MIMO channel is ﬁrst generated using a low-
complexity, low-training-overhead minimum mean square error
based channel estimator, which relies on reusing a modest number
of radio frequency (RF) chains. NBJTRAS is then carried out
based on this initial full MIMO channel estimate. The NBJTRAS
aided MIMO system is capable of signiﬁcantly outperforming
conventional MIMO systems equipped with the same modestnum-
ber of RF chains while dispensing with the idealized simplifying
assumption of having perfectly known channel state information
(CSI). Moreover, the initial subset channel estimate associated
with the selected subset MIMO channel matrix is then used for
activating a powerful semi-blind joint channel estimation and
turbo detector–decoder, in which the channel estimate is reﬁned
by a novel block-of-bits selection based soft-decision aided channel
estimator (BBSB-SDACE) embedded in the iterative detection
and decoding process. The joint channel estimation and turbo
detection–decoding scheme operating with the aid of the pro-
posed BBSB-SDACE channel estimator is capable of approaching
the performance of the near-capacity maximum-likelihood (ML)
turbo transceiver associated with perfect CSI. This is achieved
without increasing the complexity of the ML turbo detection and
decoding process.
Index Terms—Multiple-input–multiple-output (MIMO), near-
capacity system, joint transmit and receive antenna selection, joint
channel estimation and three-stage turbo detection–decoding.
I. INTRODUCTION
I
N recent years, multiple-input–multiple-output (MIMO)
systems have attracted signiﬁcant attention owing to their
capability of increasing the reliability and/or bandwidth ef-
ﬁciency of communication systems [1], [2]. However, since
MIMO systems utilize multiple radio frequency (RF) chains,
their power consumption and hardware costs are substantial.
Moreover, for massive MIMO systems and particularly for
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millimeter-wave based MIMO systems [2]–[4], the number of
available antenna array elements increases massively [5], [6],
while in practice the number of available RF chains is typically
limited. As a remedy, antenna selection (AS) offers a low-
cost, low-complexity technique of reducing the number of RF
chains utilized at the transmitter and/or receiver, while retaining
the signiﬁcant advantages of MIMO systems. In AS aided
MIMO systems, an additional number of antenna elements are
employed to allow AS techniques to select a subset of antennas
associated with the optimal or near-optimal channel condition
(e.g., a subset associated with the highest equivalent signal to
noise ratio (SNR)) from the whole antenna set to form the
actual MIMO communication system, which therefore provides
signiﬁcant performance gain to MIMO systems. Generally, AS
can be classiﬁed into three categories, namely transmit
AS (TxAS), receive AS (RxAS), and joint transmit/receive
AS (JTRAS) [7].
A. Review of Antenna Selection Techniques
TxAS schemes conceived for MIMO systems have been
studied in [8] and [9]. In particular, three AS criteria (ASCs)
were proposed for space shift keying (SSK) systems in [8],
which were the max-norm based AS (ASC1), maximum norm
difference based AS (ASC2) and the hybrid scheme combin-
ing ASC1 and ASC2. The simulation results of [8] showed
that AS techniques are capable of improving the performance
of SSK aided MIMO systems and that interestingly, ASC1
outperformed both ASC2 and the hybrid design. Additionally,
a pair of TxAS techniques were proposed in [9] for spatial
modulation systems, where it was shown that the proposed
capacity-optimized AS scheme outperformed the Euclidean
distance optimized AS scheme. Similarly, RxAS schemes de-
signed for MIMO systems have been investigated in [10], [11].
More speciﬁcally, the authors of [10] proposed an optimal
RxAS scheme for space–time trellis codes, which selected
the receive antennas (RAs) having the highest instantaneous
SNR. Additionally, a RxAS scheme was proposed for vertical
Bell Laboratories layered space–time MIMO systems in [11],
where it was demonstrated that the system’s performance was
improved with the aid of AS in terms of the achievable block
error rate.
As a hybrid version of TxAS and RxAS, JTRAS schemes
were investigated in [12]–[15], where it was observed that
MIMO systems employing JTRAS were capable of improving
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the achievable system performance, while maintaining a low
hardware complexity compared to the conventional MIMO
systems employing the same number of RF chains and op-
erating without JTRAS. Generally, there are two major types
of AS algorithms—capacity based AS (CBAS) and norm-
based AS (NBAS) [12]. The main idea of CBAS is to select
those antennas that can maximize the system’s MIMO channel
capacity [1]. However, it is well-known that the optimal CBAS
requires exhaustive search over all the possible subsets of the
full channel matrix, which becomes impractical for systems
having a large number of transmit antennas (TAs) and/or RAs
[13]. Diverse sub-optimal CBAS techniques were developed in
[12], [13], which were capable of reducing the AS complexity
at the cost of a certain performance loss. As another efﬁcient yet
low-complexity category of AS algorithms, NBAS techniques
are studied in [14], [15], which aim for selecting speciﬁc anten-
nas that are capable of maximizing the system’s SNR. It was
shown that NBAS algorithms were capable of approaching the
performance of CBAS techniques, while imposing a lower AS
complexity. More speciﬁcally, a near-optimal JTRAS method
was presented in [14], which ﬁrst selects the RA having the
maximum receive SNR and then selects some of the TAs that
are related to the selected RA. A major limitation of this near-
optimal AS method is that it is restricted to select a single RA.
A JTRAS algorithm was proposed for two-hop amplify-and-
forward relaying systems in [15], where only a single TA/RA
pair is selected in each phase of relay communication.
It has been widely recognized [8]–[15] that AS techniques
are capable of signiﬁcantly improving the performance of co-
herently detected MIMO systems based on the assumption of
perfectlyknownchannelstateinformation(CSI),incomparison
to the conventional MIMO systems equipped with the same
number of RF chains. However, in practice, CSI has to be
acquired. A standard channel estimation (CE) technique is the
training based CE (TBCE), where pilot symbols are used for
acquiring an estimated CSI prior to actual data transmission.
An analytical framework that enables the evaluation of the
performance of multiple-branch diversity systems with the aid
of TBCE was developed in [16], where the TBCE scheme was
shown to be capable of preserving the diversity order of a
MIMO system at the cost of a SNR penalty. The conventional
training-based minimum mean square error (MMSE) channel
estimator was employed in [17] for RxAS aided space–time
coded MIMO systems communicating over Rayleigh ﬂat fading
channels, which however only considered selecting a single
RA. The performance of the training-based MMSE channel es-
timator was investigated in [18] for employment in orthogonal
frequency-division multiplexing based MIMO systems using
RxAS, where AS was simply performed based on the received
signal power quantiﬁed prior to CE. However, the conventional
TBCE schemes adopted in [17], [18] are capable of generating
accurate MIMO CSI only at the cost of imposing a potentially
excessive pilot-overhead, which not only signiﬁcantly erodes
the system’s throughput but also results in an excessive CE
complexity. Additionally, it has been shown in [19], [20] that
for AS aided MIMO systems, AS requires a less accurate CSI,
while data detection must rely on a very accurate channel
estimate. According to this observation, an efﬁcient CE method
was proposed for RxAS in [19], where just-sufﬁcient training
pilots are ﬁrstly sent for RxAS and then extra pilots are sent
for further reﬁning the channel estimate associated with the
selected antennas. Similarly, a dual pilot-based training scheme
was proposed in [20] for an AS aided multi-user orthogonal
frequency-division multiple access system, where an uplink
user ﬁrstly transmits a reference signal to the base station for
acquiring the CSI for AS as well as for frequency-domain
transmission scheduling. Then the uplink user sends a second
reference signal for further reﬁning the channel estimate for
supporting data detection. Both these two novel schemes are
capable of improving the attainable system performance at the
cost of transmitting extra pilots. Therefore, the challenge here
is also the acquisition of accurate MIMO CSI without imposing
an excessive training overhead.
B. Review of Near-Capacity MIMO Systems
Under the idealized conditions of perfectly known CSI,
the three-stage turbo detection and decoding structure of [1]
is capable of attaining a near-capacity MIMO performance,
while imposing a low detection–decoding latency. The chal-
lenge of approaching the optimal near-capacity MIMO per-
formance again is the acquisition of accurate MIMO CSI
without imposing an excessive pilot-overhead and an exces-
sive channel estimation complexity [21]. The existing state-
of-the-art solutions [22]–[31] combine the decision-directed
(DD) CE (DDCE) solutions with powerful iterative detection
and decoding schemes in order to form semi-blind joint CE
and turbo detection–decoding, where only a modest training
overhead is required for generating an initial MMSE CE or
least squares CE. The most effective schemes [26]–[31] employ
soft-decision aided CEs in the semi-blind joint CE and turbo
detection–decoding process, which are more robust against
error propagation than the hard-decision aided CE schemes.
Consequently, these joint soft-decision based CE and turbo
detection–decoding schemes are capable of achieving a bet-
ter overall system performance than their hard-decision based
counterparts.
However, even the best existing semi-blind iterative soft-
decision aided CE and turbo detection–decoding structures
fail to approach the optimal maximum-likelihood (ML) turbo
detection–decoding performance bound associated with perfect
CSI. The reason is simply because given a small training
overhead and a low SNR, a large percentage of the detected
bits is likely to be erroneous and hence the error propagation
is typically serious even for soft-decision aided CE schemes.
Moreover, in order to beneﬁt from the iterative gain of turbo
detection–decoding, the DDCE in these structures takes place
after the convergence of the turbo detection–decoding process,
and this introduces an extra iterative loop between the DDCE
scheme and the turbo detector–decoder, which signiﬁcantly
increases the complexity imposed. Furthermore, these existing
schemes rely on the entire frame of the detected soft or hard
bits for CE, and the complexity of the associated DDCE may
become unacceptably high. This is because the number of bits
in a single interleaved frame of a turbo code is very large, and
typically thousands of bits are contained in a turbo coded frame.124 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS, VOL. 14, NO. 1, JANUARY 2015
Therefore, in order for these existing semi-blind joint CE and
turbo detection–decoding arrangements to approach the ML
performance bound associated with perfect CSI, it is necessary
to employ a substantial training-overhead, which dramatically
erodes the system’s effective throughput.
Thelackofaccurateandefﬁcient CEforMIMOCSIhaslong
been the stumbling-block of near-capacity operation. Recently,
however, an effective solution has been found for near-capacity
three-stage-concatenated MIMO turbo-transceivers operating
without AS [32]. More speciﬁcally, a novel block-of-bits se-
lection based soft-decision aided channel estimator (BBSB-
SDACE) was proposed in [32], which selects the high-quality
reliable detected symbols or blocks of bits based on the
a posteriori information produced by the MIMO soft-demapper
within the original inner turbo loop of the unity-rate-code
(URC) decoder and MIMO detector. Since this BBSB-SDACE
only utilizes a “just-sufﬁcient-number” of the high-quality
detected symbols for CE, it does not suffer from the usual
performance degradation imposed by erroneous decisions.
Furthermore, this measure dramatically reduces the complexity
of the DDCE. Additionally, as a beneﬁt of selecting only the re-
liably detected symbols for CE, it is no longer necessary to wait
for the convergence of the three-stage turbo detection–decoding
process, before the DDCE scheme can be activated. Conse-
quently, the CE is naturally embedded in the original three-
stage turbo detection–decoding process. Therefore no extra
iterative loop is required between the CE scheme and the three-
stage MIMO detector–decoder. Hence, the complexity of this
joint BBSB-SDACE and three-stage turbo detector–decoder re-
mains similar to that of the idealized three-stage turbo receiver
relying on perfect CSI. Most importantly, as demonstrated
in [32], this semi-blind joint BBSB-SDACE and three-stage
turbo detection–decoding structure is capable of approaching
the optimal ML performance bound of the idealized three-stage
turbo detector–decoder associated with perfect CSI, while only
imposing the same number of turbo iterations as the latter.
C. Our Novel Contributions
Against the above background, we propose a two-tier CE
(TTCE) assisted and norm-based JTRAS (NBJTRAS) aided
near-capacity MIMO system in this paper. Our novel contribu-
tions are as follows.
1) Firstly, we propose a new NBJTRAS aided near-capacity
MIMO system, which achieves low system complexity
by employing only a small number of RF chains. The
system is capable of signiﬁcantly outperforming the non-
AS aided conventional MIMO systems utilizing the same
number of RF chains, both in terms of its bit error
ratio (BER) and throughput. Additionally, the proposed
NBJTRAS aided MIMO system is capable of achieving
extra diversity gains over that of the conventional MIMO
system relying on the same number of RF chains and
operating without AS, albeit this gain is achieved at the
cost of employing more antenna elements than the latter.
2) Secondly, we propose a novel TTCE scheme relying on a
low training overhead for assisting the NBJTRAS aided
MIMO system to approach the capacity-optimal MIMO
performance bound associated with perfect CSI, which
maintains a high system throughput, while imposing a
low computational complexity.
To be more explicit, in tier one of the proposed TTCE
scheme, a low-complexity low-pilot-overhead MMSE
based CE scheme relying on RF chain reuse generates
a coarse initial estimate of the full MIMO channel matrix
using only a low number of training symbol blocks. Then
NBJTRAS is carried out based on this rough CE, and
the selected TAs and RAs are activated for actual data
transmission.
In tier two of the proposed scheme, a powerful semi-
blind BBSB-SDACE and three-stage turbo detection–
decoding structure is employed, which is similar to the
one proposed in [32]. This scheme relies on the selected
subset channel matrix, obtained in the tier-one NBJTRAS
stage, as the initial MIMO CE for activating the turbo
detection and decoding process invoked for detecting the
data as well as for reﬁning the CE.
Our simulation results demonstrate that the optimal
ML performance bound associated with perfect CSI
can be approached with the aid of the proposed TTCE
scheme, without increasing the complexity of the ML
turbo detection and decoding process, while maintaining
a high system throughput. Additionally, we show that
the proposed AS scheme is capable of improving the
accuracy of CE.
The rest of this contribution is organized as follows.
Section II describes the three-stage turbo MIMO transceiver
system model employed and presents the proposed NBJTRAS
aided MIMO scheme, while our TTCE scheme conceived for
the NBJTRAS aided MIMO system is detailed in Section III.
The achievable performance oftheproposed TTCEassistedand
NBJTRAS aided MIMO system is investigated in Section IV,
while our conclusions are provided in Section V. Finally, the
Appendix deﬁnes the abbreviations adopted.
II. SYSTEM OVERVIEW
The following notational conventions are adopted throughout
our discussions. Boldface capital and lower-case letters stand
for matrices and column vectors, respectively, while C denotes
the ﬁeld of complex numbers. The inverse operation is denoted
by () −1, while () T and () H represent the transpose and
conjugate transpose operators. Furthermore,   and ||denote
the norm and magnitude operators, respectively. Additionally,
E{}denotes the expectation operator and det{}is the matrix
determinant operator, while Pr{}represents the probabil-
ity. Finally, the (M × M)-element identity matrix is denoted
by IM, and H i,j  is the ith-row and jth-column element
of H.
A. Three-Stage Turbo MIMO Transceiver
The structure of the three-stage turbo encoder employed
at the transmitter is shown in Fig. 1(a), where the two-stage
inner encoder is formed by an L-level quadrature amplitude
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Fig. 1. Three-stage serial-concatenated turbo transmitter and receiver.
(a) Three-stage turbo encoder. (b) Three-stage turbo decoder.
encoder, while a half-rate recursive systematic code (RSC)
is employed as the outer encoder. In this way, a three-stage
serial-concatenated RSC-URC-modulator scheme is created as
the transmitter. The explicit beneﬁt of incorporating a low-
complexity memory-1 URC is that it has an inﬁnite-duration
impulse response (IIR), which allows the system to beneﬁcially
spread the extrinsic information across the iterative decoder
components without increasing its delay [1], [33]–[35]. As a
result, a vanishingly low BER is attainable [1], [34], [35].
The schematic of the corresponding three-stage turbo de-
coder adopted at the MIMO receiver is portrayed in Fig. 1(b),
which consists of an L-QAM MIMO detector, a URC decoder
and a RSC decoder. More explicitly, the composite inner de-
coder is formed by the combined MIMO detector and the URC
decoder, where the associated ap r i o r iinformation and extrinsic
information are ﬁrstly interleaved and exchanged Iin times.
The outer decoder is constituted by the RSC decoder, where
the information gleaned from the inner decoder is iteratively
exchanged Iout times. As a beneﬁt of the URC decoder’s IIR
structure, the extrinsic information transfer (EXIT) curve is
capable of reaching the (1.0, 1.0) point of perfect convergence
in the EXIT chart, implying that no error ﬂoor occurs, which
is a necessary condition for near-capacity operation and for
achieving a vanishingly low BER [1], [34], [35].
B. Full MIMO System
ConsidertheMIMOsystememployingNT TAsandNR RAs
as well as LT transmit and LR receive RF chains, whilst adopt-
ing L-QAM signaling. If the hardware resources are affordable
and we have LT = NT and LR = NR,af u l l(NR × NT)-
element MIMO system can be realized as:
y(i)=Hs(i)+v(i), (1)
where i denotes the symbol index, H ∈ CNR×NT is the full
MIMO channel matrix whose elements obey the complex-
valued zero-mean Gaussian distribution CN(0,1) with a vari-
ance of 1/2 per dimension, s(i) ∈ CNT is the transmitted
L-QAM symbol vector, and y(i) ∈ CNR is the received signal
vector, while v(i) ∈ CNR is the noise vector whose elements
obey CN(0,N o) with a variance of No/2 per dimension. The
number of bits per L-QAM symbol (BPS) is BPS =l o g 2(L).
The system’s SNR is deﬁned as SNR = Es/No, where Es is
the average symbol energy. By adopting the three-stage turbo
transceiver structure of Section II-A, this MIMO scheme is
capable of achieving a near-capacity performance [1].
Let us further deﬁne the number of bits per block (BPB)
as BPB = NT · BPS. At the receiver we extract the ap r i o r i
log-likelihood ratios (LLRs) {La(uk)}
BPB
k=1 from the channel
decoder, where {uk}
BPB
k=1 indicates the corresponding bits that
are mapped to the symbol vector s(i). Then the a posteriori
LLRs produced by the ML MIMO soft-demapper are expressed
as [36]
Lp(uk)=Lp(k)=l n
 
sn∈{suk=1}
exp(pn)
 
sn∈{suk=0}
exp(pn)
, (2)
where {suk=1} and {suk=0} represent the L-QAM symbol
vector sets with the corresponding bits being uk =1 and
uk =0 , respectively. The probability metrics {pn}
LNT
n=1 of the
legitimate L-QAM symbol vectors {sn}LNT
n=1 are given as
pn = −
 y(i) − Hsn 
2
N0
+
BPB  
k=1
˜ ukLa(uk), (3)
where {˜ uk}BPB
k=1 indicates the corresponding bits that are
mapped to the speciﬁc symbol vector sn. For large-scale
MIMO systems, we may opt for using reduced-complexity
near-optimum detection schemes, such as the K-best sphere de-
tector [37], [38], in order to avoid the exponentially increasing
complexity imposed by the ML detector.
C. Proposed NBJTRAS Aided MIMO System
The implementation of the above full MIMO system requires
that the number of RF chains LT employed at the transmitter is
equal to the number of TAs NT and the number of RF chains
LR used at the receiver is equal to the number of RAs NR.I n
practice, however, the number of affordable RF chains is often
limited, and we have LT <N T and LR <N R, particularly for
large-scale MIMO systems. For a MIMO system of LT <N T
and LR <N R, the full MIMO system (1) is “virtual,” i.e.,
the full channel matrix H ∈ CNR×NT is “virtual,” since the
communications only occur over an (LR × LT)-element subset
channel matrix Hsub ∈ CLR×LT. The conventional MIMO
system operating without the aid of AS refers to the MIMO
system that only employs LT TAs and LR RAs. In the generic
case of LT <N T and LR <N R, in order to efﬁciently utilize
the available hardware resources, it is desirable to choose the
most appropriate LT TAs from the full set of NT TAs and
the most appropriate LR RAs from the full set of NR RAs to
form a desired (LR × LT)-element MIMO channel for actual
data communications. Our proposed NBJTRAS aided MIMO
systemisdepictedinFig.2,whereweassumeforthetimebeing
that the “virtual” full channel matrix H is perfectly known. In
this NBJTRAS aided MIMO system, our proposed NBJTRAS
algorithm constructs a MIMO system where each block of LT126 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS, VOL. 14, NO. 1, JANUARY 2015
Fig. 2. Proposed NBJTRAS aided three-stage serial-concatenated turbo coded near-capacity MIMO systems.
symbols is transmitted over the activated subset channel matrix
Hsub ∈ CLR×LT with Hsub ⊂ H.
Generally speaking, increasing the channel gain is equivalent
to reducing the effects of noise, which yields an improved
system performance. This motivates our NBAS approach that
selects the speciﬁc TAs and RAs related to the subset channel
matrix having the highest channel norm. Let   Hsub ∈ CLR×LT
denote the subset candidates of the full channel matrix H.T h e
selected subset Hsub based on the NBAS criterion is found by
solving the following optimization problem:
Hsub =a r g m a x
  Hsub⊂H
   Hsub 2
=a r g m a x
  Hsub⊂H
LT  
nt=1
LR  
nr=1
       Hsub nr,n t 
     
2
. (4)
Solving the above optimization problem by exhaustive search
requires us to evaluate the norms of the C
LR
NR × C
LT
NT candidate
subset matrices, where Cn
k = k!/n!(k − n)!, C
LR
NR and C
LT
NT
are the row-dimension and column-dimension combinations
of Hsub, respectively. This will impose an extremely high
computational complexity, particularly for large-scale MIMO
systems associated with high NT and/or NR. We propose a
novel NBJTRAS scheme for solving the optimization problem
(4) at a substantially reduced complexity. We now detail our
NBJTRAS scheme.
NBJTRAS Algorithm: Given the full channel matrix H ∈
CNR×NT, without loss of generality, we assume C
LR
NR ≤ C
LT
NT.
The algorithm accomplishes the optimization (4) in the follow-
ing two steps.
Step 1)—Row Dimension Operations: Let ir ∈{ 1,2,...,
C
LR
NR} be the row combination index and let us denote the row
indices corresponding to the irth sub-matrix Hir ∈ CLR×NT
by lir =[ l1
irl2
ir ...l
LR
ir ]
T
. Then we have
Hir =
⎡
⎢ ⎢ ⎢ ⎢
⎢
⎣
h
T
l1
ir
h
T
l2
ir
. . .
h
T
l
LR
ir
⎤
⎥ ⎥ ⎥ ⎥
⎥
⎦
=
⎡
⎢ ⎢
⎣
Hir 1,1  ··· Hir 1,N T 
Hir 2,1  ··· Hir 2,N T 
. . . ···
. . .
Hir LR,1  ··· Hir LR,N T 
⎤
⎥ ⎥
⎦,
(5)
where h
T
x is the xth row of H. The evaluation of
mx
ir =
LR  
j=1
|Hir j,x |
2 , 1 ≤ x ≤ NT, (6)
where mx
ir represents the magnitude of the xth column in Hir,
yields the norm metric vector
mT
ir =
 
m1
ir m2
ir ... m
NT
ir
 
. (7)
Applying the operations of (6) and (7) to all the C
LR
NR possible
combinations leads to the norm metric matrix M ∈ C
C
LR
NR
×NT
given by
M =
⎡
⎢
⎢ ⎢
⎣
mT
1
mT
2
. . .
mT
C
LR
NR
⎤
⎥
⎥ ⎥
⎦
=
⎡
⎢
⎢ ⎢ ⎢
⎣
m1
1 m2
1 ··· m
NT
1
m1
2 m2
2 ··· m
NT
2
. . .
. . . ···
. . .
m1
C
LR
NR
m2
C
LR
NR
··· m
NT
C
LR
NR
⎤
⎥
⎥ ⎥ ⎥
⎦
. (8)
Step 2)—Column Dimension Operations: Find the largest
LT elements in the irth row of M and sum them up,
which is denoted as mir
max, as well as record the column
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[l1
ic(ir) l2
ic(ir) ... l
LT
ic (ir)]
T
. This produces the max-norm
metric vector
mT
max =
 
m1
max m2
max ... m
C
LR
NR
max
 
. (9)
Next ﬁnd
¯ ir =a r g m a x
1≤ir≤C
LR
NR
mir
max. (10)
Then the selected TA and RA indices are speciﬁed by lic(¯ ir)
and l¯ ir, respectively, and the corresponding subset channel
matrix Hsub is the optimal solution of (4).
Complexity Analysis: The complexity of the above
NBJTRAS algorithm can be shown to be on the order of
CNBJTRAS ≈O ((NT · (LR +1 )+1 )· C
LR
NR), while that of
the exhaustive search is given by CES ≈O ((LR · LT) · (C
LT
NT ·
C
LR
NR)). It can be clearly seen that CNBJTRAS is signiﬁcantly
lower than CES.I fC
LR
NR > C
LT
NT, the NBJTRAS starts with
Step 1) of the Column Dimension Operations followed by
Step 2) of Row Dimension Operations, and the complexity of
this algorithm is CNBJTRAS ≈O ((NR·(LT +1)+1)· C
LT
NT).
Additional Diversity Order Attained: Given LR and LT,t h e
achievable multiplexing gain of the MIMO system is deter-
mined. We deﬁne the loading factor of AS as
fAS(NT,N R)=
NT + NR
LT + LR
, (11)
which determines the additional diversity order attainable by
JTRAS schemes, such as our NBJTRAS algorithm, over the
conventional MIMO system formed by employing LT TAs and
LR RAs as well as operating without AS.
III. TWO-TIER CHANNEL ESTIMATION
In the previous section, we assumed having a perfect knowl-
edge of the CSI for the NBJTRAS aided MIMO system. Let us
now focus on eliminating this assumption. The TBCE schemes
of [17], [18] may be preferred for estimating the MIMO CSI
owing to their algorithmic simplicity, albeit they impose a
substantial pilot overhead. Fortunately, it has been shown in
[39] that the achievable diversity order obtained under the
assumption of perfect CSI is not reduced, when an imperfect
CE is used for AS. In other words, AS is relatively insensitive to
the CE error. Consequently, a simple TBCE scheme relying on
a small to modest pilot overhead may be sufﬁcient for assisting
our proposed NBJTRAS aided MIMO system. However, there
are two critical issues which must be resolved ﬁrst.
Note that the estimate of the full MIMO channel matrix
H ∈ CNR×NT is required for AS, but we can only conﬁgure
an (LR × LT)-element MIMO physically. Therefore, a way
must be found to estimate the “virtual” full MIMO channel
matrix based on the limited affordable hardware resources.
An attractive solution is to reuse the available RF chains for
estimating all the (LR × LT)-element subset MIMO channel
matrices and consequently to form the estimate of this full
MIMO channel matrix based on these estimated subset channel
matrices.TheresultantfullMIMOestimatecan thenbeadopted
for NBJTRAS. Moreover, the selected subset MIMO CE can be
employed for data detection. However, unlike the AS operation,
data detection is sensitive to CE errors, and the coarse CE
obtained by the TBCE scheme based on a small pilot overhead
is far too inaccurate for the system to attain near-capacity
operation. To obtain an accurate estimate of the MIMO CSI
based on a TBCE scheme would impose a substantial pilot
overheadandhencewoulderodethesystem’seffectivethrough-
put quite considerably. A design alternative is to employ the
powerful semi-blind BBSB-SDACE scheme of [32], which is
capable of approaching the optimal MIMO performance bound
associated with perfect CSI, without increasing the training
overhead and the associated computational complexity. These
two considerations motivate the design of our novel TTCE
schemeforassistingtheNBJTRASaidedMIMOsystem,which
is illustrated in Fig. 3.
A. Tier One: TBCE for Full Channel Matrix
In tier one CE, a low-complexity training based MMSE
channel estimator is adopted for obtaining an initial CE. Since
AS is relatively insensitive to the CE errors [39] and we
may not need a high-accuracy CE, only a small number of
training blocks is utilized for this TBCE scheme. In this way,
a high effective system throughput is maintained. However,
the available RF chains must be reused for the estimation
of the “virtual” full channel matrix H ∈ CNR×NT.F o rt h e
sake of simplicity and without loss of generality, we assume
that the ratios NT/LT and NR/LR are both integers. Then
the number of the subset channel matrices that have to be
estimated is (NT/LT) × (NR/LR). More speciﬁcally, we have
to estimate the subset channel matrices H(i,j) ∈ CLR×LT for
i ∈{ 1,2,...,N R/LR}andj ∈{ 1,2,...,N T/LT}inorderto
form the full MIMO channel matrix H ∈ CNR×NT.
We assume that the number of the training blocks avail-
able is MT and the training data for estimating H(i,j) are
arranged as
Y
(i,j)
tMT =
 
y(i,j)(1) y(i,j)(2) ... y(i,j)(MT)
 
, (12)
S
(i,j)
tMT =
 
s(i,j)(1) s(i,j)(2) ... s(i,j)(MT)
 
, (13)
where y(i,j)(q) ∈ CLR is the received signal vector corre-
sponding to the transmitted symbol vector s(i,j)(q) ∈ CLT for
1 ≤ q ≤ MT. The MMSE estimate of H(i,j) based on the
training data (12) and (13) is readily obtained as
  H
(i,j)
=Y
(i,j)
tMT
  
S
(i,j)
tMT
 H
S
(i,j)
tMT +No · IMT
 −1  
S
(i,j)
tMT
 H
,
(14)
and the estimate of the full channel matrix H ∈ CNR×NT can
be formed according to
  H =
⎡
⎢ ⎢ ⎢ ⎢
⎣
  H
(1,1)   H
(1,2)
···   H
 
1,
NT
LT
 
  H
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···   H
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NT
LT
 
. . .
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. . .
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Fig. 3. Proposed two-tier channel estimation scheme for assisting the NBJTRAS aided MIMO system.
Fig. 4. Joint BBSB-SDACE and three-stage turbo detection–decoding struc-
ture, where The BBSB-SDACE is naturally embedded within the three-stage
turbo detection–decoding process.
Then the NBJTRAS described in Section II-C is carried out
based on this estimated full channel matrix   H ∈ CNR×NT,
which also yields the coarse estimate   Hsub ∈ CLR×LT of the
subset channel matrix Hsub ∈ CLR×LT for the speciﬁcally
selected subset MIMO system over which the actual data trans-
mission will take place.
B. Tier Two: BBSB-SDACE
When using a short training length MT, the accuracy of the
MMSE estimate   Hsub is poor. Recall that data detection is
more sensitive to CE errors than the NBJTRAS. In tier two,
we use a powerful iterative BBSB-SDACE scheme, similar to
the one proposed in [32], for reﬁning the initial TBCE   Hsub.
This novel iterative BBSB-SDACE scheme is embedded nat-
urally within the original three-stage turbo detection–decoding
structure, as illustrated in Fig. 4. Note that there is no additional
iterative loop involving the BBSB-SDACE block and the three-
stage turbo detector–decoder. In other words, our soft decision
aided CE is embedded in the original outer loop of the three-
stage turbo detector–decoder process, and the CE update occurs
concurrently with the original outer turbo decoding iteration.
Moreover, our CE does not use the entire frame of the de-
tected bits. Rather, it only selects the high-quality or reliable
decisions. Speciﬁcally, the a posteriori information (2) output
by the MIMO soft-demapper provides the conﬁdence levels of
binary 1 s and 0 s [1]. Therefore, based on this conﬁdence level,
we opt for using only the reliable decisions from the MIMO
soft-demapper’s output sequence for CE. Removing most of
the erroneous decisions from the DDCE leads to a much more
accurate CE, which in turn enhances the performance of the
three-stage turbo detection–decoding process. Consequently,
the joint BBSB-SDACE and three-stage turbo detector–decoder
of Fig. 4 is capable of approaching the performance bound
of the idealized three-stage turbo ML detector–decoder as-
sociated with perfect CSI [32], despite imposing only the
same detection–decoding complexity as the idealized three-
stage turbo detector–decoder associated with perfect CSI.
BBSB-SDACE Scheme: Let MF be the length of the ob-
servation data output by the MIMO demodulator, which is
expressed as
Y dMF =[ y(1) y(2) ... y(MF)], (16)
where y(i) ∈ CLR represents the received signal vector corre-
sponding to the transmitted symbol vector s(i) ∈ CLT. Let us
now detail our BBSB-SDACE scheme of Fig. 4.
Step 1) Set the outer turbo iteration index to t =0and the
initial channel estimate to   H
(t)
sub =   Hsub.
Step 2) Given   H
(t)
sub, perform ML soft-demapping for
the observation data Y dMF of (16). The MIMO
soft-demapper exchanges its soft information with
the URC inner decoder for Iin iterations, yielding
the Iin vectors of the a posteriori information as
deﬁned in (2), which can be arranged as seen in the
following a posteriori information matrix
Lp =[ l
1
p l
2
p ... l
Iin
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Fig. 5. Illustration of the sliding-window process using a window-size of BPB bits to select reliable detected symbol vectors.
where LF = BPB · MF is the total number of bits
in a frame, l
i
p =[ Li
p(1) Li
p(2) ... L i
p(LF)]T ∈
CLF for 1 ≤ i ≤ Iin is the a posteriori information
vector obtained during the ith inner iteration. The
nth column of Lp contains the Iin soft decisions
{L1
p(n),L 2
p(n),...,L Iin
p (n)} for the nth informa-
tion bit obtained in the Iin inner decoder iterations,
which can be exploited to judge whether the nth
detected bit is reliable or not. Speciﬁcally, the nth
detected bit is judged to be high quality when either
of the following two criteria is met:
Criterion 1: If the soft decisions in the nth column of Lp
share similar values, these soft decisions may result in a stable
and reliable bit decision, which is hence considered to be
correct. Speciﬁcally, the criterion for the nth detected bit to be
judged as a correct one is
   L1
p(n) − L2
p(n)
    + ···+
   LIin−1
p (n) − LIin
p (n)
   
|μ|
∈ (0,T h),
(18)
where μ is the mean of the soft decisions in the nth column
of Lp, which is employed to normalize the sum of the absolute
differences between adjacent soft decisions (i.e., the differences
between soft decisions of L1
p(n) and L2
p(n), L2
p(n) and L3
p(n),
and so on) and therefore to reduce the effects of the varying soft
decisions {L1
p(n),L 2
p(n),...,L Iin
p (n)} associated with differ-
ent outer iterations, while Th denotes the pre-deﬁned block-of-
bitsselectionthreshold.Notethat{L1
p(n),L 2
p(n),...,L Iin
p (n)}
are different for different outer iterations. Therefore, without
the normalization factor |μ|, a different Th value might be
required for each outer iteration, which would complicate the
selection process.
Criterion 2: If the absolute values of the soft decisions in
the nth column of Lp are in monotonically ascending order and
these soft decisions share the same sign, namely, we have,
   L1
p(n)
    <
   L2
p(n)
    < ···<
   LIin
p (n)
    and
sign
 
L1
p(n)
 
= sign
 
L2
p(n)
 
= ···= sign
 
LIin
p (n)
 
,
then the nth detected bit may be regarded as a correct one.
By checking through the columns of Lp, only high-
conﬁdence decision blocks are selected and the corresponding
symbol block indices can be determined by a sliding-window
based method using a window-size of BPB bits. More explic-
itly, the corresponding symbol vector is selected for CE only
when the BPB consecutive detected bits of a block are all
regarded as correct. This process yields an integer-index vector,
denoted as xt =[ xt(1) xt(2) ... x t(Mt
s)]T in which xt(i)
is the position or index of the ith selected symbol vector in
the transmitted symbol vector sequence. The number of the
selected symbol vectors Mt
s varies within {1,2,...,M sel},
where Msel   MF is the maximum number of blocks invoked
for DDCE. Speciﬁcally, whenever the number of selected re-
liable symbol vectors Mt
s reaches the limit Msel, the sliding-
window process ends; otherwise, the sliding-window process
examines all the possible bit blocks and outputs the Mt
s selected
symbol vectors. Thus, Mt
s varies at each outer turbo iteration
t, and Mt
s ≤ Msel. By using this index vector, the corre-
sponding observation data can be selected from (16), and re-
arranged as
Y
(t)
sel =
 
y
 
xt(1)
 
y
 
xt(2)
 
... y
 
xt  
Mt
s
   
. (19)
This sliding-window process used for selecting reliable de-
tected symbol vectors is illustrated in Fig. 5.
Step 3) Based on the selected high-conﬁdence detected
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generate the soft-estimate of each symbol element
as [29]
  s m  
xt(n)
 
=
L  
l=1
sl Pr
 
sm  
xt(n)
 
= sl 
=
L  
l=1
sl ·
exp
  BPS
j=1   ujLa(uj)
 
 BPS
j=1 (1 + exp(La(uj)))
, (20)
for 1 ≤ n ≤ Mt
s, where {sl}L
l=1 denotes the
L-QAM symbol set, m ∈{ 1,2,...,L T} indicates
thesymbolindexinthesoft-estimatedsymbolvector
  s(xt(n)), and {  uj}BPS
j=1 represents the bit mapping
corresponding to {sl}L
l=1. By arranging the soft-
estimated symbol vectors as
  S
(t)
sel =
 
  s
 
xt(1)
 
  s
 
xt(2)
 
...   s
 
xt  
Mt
s
   
, (21)
as well as deﬁning Y
(t)
t+sel =[ Y tMT Y
(t)
sel] and
  S
(t)
t+sel =[ StMT   S
(t)
sel], the resultant soft decision-
directed MMSE estimate is readily given by
  H
(t+1)
= Y
(t)
t+sel
  
  S
(t)
t+sel
 H
  S
(t)
t+sel + NoIMT+Mt
s
 −1
×
 
  S
(t)
t+sel
 H
, (22)
where Y tMT ∈ CLR×MT and StMT ∈ CLT×MT
denote the tier-one training data used for generating
theinitialMMSEestimate   Hsub.Thisupdateoccurs
as the soft information is exchanged between the
two-stage inner decoder and the outer RSC decoder,
as indicated in Fig. 4.
Step 4) Set t = t +1 .I ft<I out, repeat Steps 2) and 3);
otherwise, stop.
Remarks: We ﬁrst elaborate on the two criteria used for
selecting high-quality bits. The idea behind Criterion 1 is that
if the decisions for the nth bit are relatively similar during the
inner turbo iterations, the nth bit decision may be regarded
as reliable. This makes sense because following a number of
outer iterations, a stable state may be reached by the turbo
decoder and hence the stable decisions of the inner decoder
are likely to be the correct ones. Our experience detailed in
[32] suggests that most of the chosen bit blocks or symbols
are selected according to Criterion 1.A sf o rCriterion 2,w e
note that if the absolute values of the decisions for a speciﬁc
bit are in monotonically ascending order and these decisions
share the same polarity, the corresponding bit decision is likely
to be correct. This makes sense, because the correct decisions
are likely to beneﬁt from an iteration gain and this will lead
to increasing the absolute values of the soft-decisions as the
number of inner iterations increases. This type of reliable
decisions may not always be spotted according to Criterion 1
and hence Criterion 2 allows us to select these high-quality
decisions, when they do occur.
An important point to note is that our scheme fully exploits
the information provided by the entire inner iterative turbo
process, as manifested in the nth column of the a posteriori
information matrix Lp in (17) which records the Iin soft deci-
sions {L1
p(n),L 2
p(n),...,L Iin
p (n)} for the nth information bit
obtained in the Iin inner decoder iterations. The decision as to
whether to select the nth bit or not is based on examining the
entire inner turbo decoding-detecting process, rather than on
an individual LLR value. Therefore, our scheme is capable of
making a high-conﬁdence decision regarding whether the nth
detected bit is reliable or not.
Next, we discuss the role of the block-of-bits selection
threshold Th. In our proposed BBSB-SDACE algorithm, Th is
invoked for carefully controlling the selection of reliable bits
based on Criterion 1, which has a signiﬁcant effect on the
overall performance of the proposed scheme. Therefore, again
the value of Th employed in step 2)f o rCriterion 1 should be
carefully chosen. To be more explicit, if too small a value of Th
is chosen, the similarity between the adjacent soft decisions of
a speciﬁc detected bit has to be very high to ensure that the left-
hand-side value of the criterion (18) falls within the selection
rangeof(0,T h).Asaresult,thenumberoftheselecteddecision
blocks may be insufﬁcient for DDCE even after examining the
entire sequence of LF bit decisions. By contrast, too large a
value may result in the number of the selected blocks reaching
the maximum limit value of Msel after only examining a small
initial portion of the LF bit decisions and hence the selected
blocks may contain many “low conﬁdence” decisions. Both of
these two situations will result in a performance degradation.
However, apart from these relatively extreme cases, our experi-
ence documented in [32] suggests that the performance of our
semi-blindschemeisinsensitivetothevalueofTh.Speciﬁcally,
there exists a relatively wide range of values for Th, which
allows our scheme to approach its optimal performance without
increasing the number of turbo iterations. This range of optimal
values for Th depends on both the modulation scheme and on
the MIMO channel.
C. Complexity of Proposed TTCE Assisted and
NBJTRAS Aided MIMO
The total complexity Ctotal of the proposed TTCE assisted
and NBJTRAS aided near-capacity MIMO scheme consists of
three major parts, namely, the complexity Ct1ce of the tier-
one TBCE, the complexity Cturbo of the three-stage turbo
detection–decoding process, and ﬁnally the complexity Ct2ce
of the tier-two soft DDCE that is embedded in the turbo
detection–decoding process. Thus, we have
Ctotal = Ct1ce + Cturbo + Ct2ce. (23)
In the tier-one TBCE, we have to carry out the MMSE CE
process, as speciﬁed in (14) ((NT/LT) × (NR/LR)) times,
and each MMSE CE imposes a complexity of the order of
O(M3
T). Therefore, we have
Ct1ce =
 
NT
LT
×
NR
LR
 
·O
 
M3
T
 
. (24)
The complexity of the tier-one TBCE is kept low by using
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albeit this results in a reduced-accuracy full channel matrix
estimate (15). Fortunately, this does not really matter, as AS
is insensitive to CE errors. Moreover, in the tier-two stage,
the BBSB-SDACE scheme will update the coarse CE   Hsub
selected by the NBJTRAS algorithm for the corresponding
activated MIMO sub-system into an accurate CE in order to
guarantee that the three-stage turbo detection–decoding process
approaches the optimal performance bound associated with
perfect CSI.
Let CRSC, CURC and CML denote the complexity of the RSC
decoder, the URC decoder, and the ML MIMO soft-demapper,
respectively. Since the two-stage inner turbo loop requires Iin
iterations and the outer turbo loop requires Iout iterations, the
computational complexity of the idealized three-stage turbo
receiver provided with perfect CSI can readily be expressed by
Cideal−turbo = Iout (CRSC + Iin(CML + CURC)). (25)
Since our TTCEassistedand NBJTRAS aided three-stageturbo
MIMO receiver does not increase the number of turbo iterations
required, its data detection–decoding process imposes the same
complexity as the idealized three-stage turbo receiver. Hence,
we have
Cturbo = Cideal−turbo. (26)
On the other hand, in the tier-two stage, the soft decision-
directed MMSE estimate (22), which has a complexity lower
than O((MT + Msel)3), is calculated Iout times. Therefore,
we have
Ct2ce <I out ·O
 
(MT + Msel)3 
. (27)
It can be seen that although a turbo coded data frame is
typically very long and hence LF is in the thousands, the
complexity Ct2ce can be maintained at a reasonable level by
setting a not-too-large limit Msel, say in the hundreds. Such a
modest limit value is capable of ensuring for the BBSB-SDACE
assisted three-stage turbo detector–decoder to approach the
optimal performance bound of the idealized three-stage turbo
detector–decoder associated with perfect CSI [32].
Since Ct2ce is low while Ct1ce is negligible compared to
Cturbo, the complexity of our TTCE assisted and NBJTRAS
aided near-capacity MIMO scheme is only slightly higher than
that of the idealized three-stage turbo detector–decoder, which
has a perfect CSI.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
A quasi-static independent Rayleigh fading environment was
considered in our simulations. The generic MIMO system
having NT TAs and NR RAs as well as employing LT trans-
mit RF chains and LR receive RF chains, while adopting
L-QAM signaling, was denoted by MIMO(NT,N R;LT,L R;
L − QAM). In order to keep both the hardware complexity
and the power consumption at the same level, the number
of RF chains employed, namely LT and LR, were equal in
both the NBJTRAS aided MIMO system and in the con-
ventional MIMO system operating without AS, implying that
the MIMO channel matrix activated for data communica-
tion had the same dimension of Hsub ∈ CLR×LT for the
both systems. More speciﬁcally, the conventional MIMO sys-
tem operating without AS had the MIMO(4,2;4,2;4-QAM)
arrangement, while the NBJTRAS aided MIMO system em-
ployed the MIMO(NT,N R;4,2;4 − QAM) structure along
with the AS loading factor of fAS(NT,N R). All the results
were averaged over 100 channel realizations.
The generator polynomials of the half-rate RSC encoder
were expressed in binary format as GRSC =[ 1 ,0,1]2 and
Gr
RSC =[ 1 ,1,1]2, while those of the URC encoder were
GURC =[ 1 ,0]2 and Gr
URC =[ 1 ,1]2, where Gr
RSC and Gr
URC
denoted the feedback polynomials of the RSC and URC en-
coders,respectively.Thenumberofinneriterationsandouterit-
erations were set to Iin =3and Iout =5 . An interleaver length
of 160,000 bits was used by the three-stage serial-concatenated
turbo encoder-decoder of Fig. 1, which corresponded to LF =
20,000 symbol blocks or vectors of s(i) ∈ CLT for 1 ≤ i ≤
LF. The transmitted signal power was normalized to unity, and
therefore the SNR was given as 1/No.
Three metrics were used for assessing the achievable per-
formance, namely, the BER, the mean CE error (MCE) of the
channel estimator, and the MIMO channel’s capacity. The MCE
is deﬁned by
JMCE(  Hsub)=
 Hsub −   Hsub 2
 Hsub 2 , (28)
where Hsub ∈ CLR×LT denotes the true channel matrix of the
activated MIMO system and   Hsub its estimate. The MIMO
channel’s capacity is given by [1]
CMIMO(No,L T,L R)
= E
 
log
 
det
 
ILR +
No
LT
HsubHH
sub
   
, (29)
where No is the channel’s noise power and Hsub ∈ CLR×LT
denotes the corresponding MIMO channel matrix used for data
communication.
A. NBJTRAS Aided MIMO Systems With Perfectly Known CSI
Our investigations commenced with the EXIT chart anal-
ysis of the proposed NBJTRAS aided three-stage turbo
MIMO(NT,N R;4,2;4 − QAM) with the AS loading factor of
fAS(8,4) = 2, in comparison to that of the conventional three-
stage turbo MIMO(4,2;4,2;4-QAM) without AS, assuming
for the time being that the CSI was perfectly known. It can be
seen from the EXIT charts shown in Fig. 6 that for the proposed
NBJTRAS aided MIMO system having an AS loading factor
of 2, an open EXIT-tunnel exists between the EXIT curve of
the amalgamated inner MIMO soft-demapper-URC decoder
and the outer RSC decoder based on perfect CSI at SNR =
1.4 dB. The actual Monte-Carlo simulation based stair-case
shaped decoding trajectory, which closely matches the EXIT
curves, is also shown at SNR =1 .4 dB for this NBJTRAS
aided MIMO system. The trajectory shows that the point of
perfect convergence at (1.0, 1.0) can be reached with the aid132 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS, VOL. 14, NO. 1, JANUARY 2015
Fig. 6. EXIT chart analysis of our NBJTRAS aided MIMO(NT,N R;
4,2;4-QAM) with the AS loading factor of fAS(8,4) = 2, in comparison to
that of the conventional MIMO(4,2;4,2;4-QAM) without AS.
Fig. 7. BER performance of our NBJTRAS aided MIMO(NT,N R;4,2;4-
QAM) with various AS loading factors fAS(NT,N R), in comparison to that
of the conventional MIMO(4,2;4,2;4-QAM) without AS.
of Iout =5iterations, implying that the proposed NBJTRAS
aided MIMO scheme is capable of achieving a vanishingly
low BER at SNR =1 .4 dB. This is conﬁrmed by the BER
performance shown in Fig. 7, where it can be seen that for
the case of fAS(8,4) = 2, the “turbo-cliff” of the BER curve
is observed just before the point of SNR =1 .4 d B .F i g .6
also shows the EXIT curve of the conventional MIMO system
operating without AS. Unlike the proposed NBJTRAS aided
MIMO system, the conventional MIMO system dispensing
with AS fails to achieve an open tunnel between the EXIT
curve of the amalgamated inner MIMO soft-demapper-URC
decoder and the outer RSC decoder. This implies that the
conventional MIMO system operating without AS cannot attain
a vanishingly low BER at SNR =1 .4 dB, which is conﬁrmed
by its BER performance shown in Fig. 7, where the actual
convergence point of this conventional MIMO system using no
AS is near SNR =4dB.
Fig. 8. MIMO channel throughput performance of our NBJTRAS aided
MIMO(NT,N R;4,2;4 − QAM) with various AS loading factors fAS(NT,
NR), in comparison to that of the conventional MIMO(4,2;4,2;4-QAM)
without AS.
The BER performance of our NBJTRAS aided MIMO(NT,
NR;4,2;4 − QAM) system is depicted in Fig. 7 for various
AS loading factors, in comparison to the performance of the
conventional MIMO(4,2;4,2;4-QAM) system operating with-
out AS. It can be seen from Fig. 7 that given perfect CSI, the
BER performance of the NBJTRAS aided MIMO system is
signiﬁcantly better than that of the conventional MIMO system
using no AS. More speciﬁcally, the BER of the conventional
MIMOsystemoperatingwithoutASachievesaninﬁnitesimally
low BER at about SNR =4dB, while the BER curve of the
NBJTRASaidedMIMOsystemwithfAS(8,4) = 2reachesthe
same BER level at about SNR =1 .4 dB, yielding a signiﬁcant
SNR gain of about 2.6 dB. The BER curves of our NBJTRAS
aided MIMO system associated with the AS loading factors
of fAS(12,6) = 3, fAS(16,8) = 4 and fAS(52,8) = 10 are
also shown in Fig. 7, which converge to a vanishingly low
BER at about SNR =0 .4 dB, −0.4 dB and −1.4 dB, re-
spectively, achieving SNR gains of about 3.6 dB, 4.4 dB and
5.4 dB, respectively, compared to the conventional MIMO sys-
tem operating without AS. It can be seen that for the NBJTRAS
aided MIMO system, higher performance gains are achieved
by increasing the AS loading factor, at the cost of requiring
more antennas. Most interestingly, although the rate of the gain
improvement does appear to slow down as the AS loading
factor increases, further signiﬁcant gains are achieved, as the
AS loading factor tends to large values. This is dissimilar to the
standard diversity order trends, where the achieved gain tends
to saturate upon increasing the diversity order to large values.
The achievable throughputs of the NBJTRAS aided
MIMO(NT,N R;4,2;4 − QAM) recorded for four different
AS loading factors are compared to that of the conventional
MIMO(4,2;4,2;4-QAM) operating without AS in Fig. 8. It
can be seen from Fig. 8 that the higher the AS loading fac-
tor, the larger the achievable throughput gain of the proposed
NBJTRAS scheme. This trend is similar to the BER perfor-
mance enhancement attained by the NBJTRAS scheme de-
picted in Fig. 7. Speciﬁcally, given the AS loading factor of
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Fig. 9. Achievable BER performance of the NBJTRAS aided MIMO(8,4;4,
2;4-QAM) with the AS loading factor of fAS(8,4) = 2 assisted by the
standard training based channel estimator.
obtained by the NBJTRAS aided MIMO system is approx-
imately 1.5 [bits/symbol/Hz] higher than that of the con-
ventional MIMO system operating without AS, while this
becomes about 2 [bits/symbol/Hz] for the AS loading factor of
fAS(12,6) = 3.
B. Standard TBCE for NBJTRAS Aided MIMO
Next we removed the assumption of having perfectly known
CSI and investigated the achievable performance of the NBJ-
TRAS aided three-stage turbo MIMO(NT,N R;4,2;4-QAM)
arrangement assisted by the standard TBCE scheme. For this
purpose, we set the AS loading factor to fAS(8,4) = 2.T h e
corresponding BER performance is characterized in Fig. 9,
using the optimal performance bound associated with perfect
CSI as the benchmark. It can be seen from Fig. 9 that when
the MT =8MIMO training blocks are employed for the CE,
the system’s BER converges to a vanishingly low value at the
SNR of 5 dB, while an inﬁnitesimally low BER is attained
at the SNR of approximately 4.5 dB, when the training data
length increases to MT =1 2 . When the CE utilizes the training
data length of MT =3 0 , it becomes capable of assisting the
NBJTRAS aided MIMO(4,2,4-QAM) scheme to achieve a
vanishingly low BER at the SNR value of 2 dB, but there still
exists a performance gap of approximately 1 dB with respect
to the benchmark associated with perfect CSI. Evidently, the
NBJTRAS aided MIMO system assisted by the standard TBCE
scheme having a training data length up to MT =3 0is inca-
pable of approaching the performance bound of the idealized
NBJTRAS aided MIMO system associated with perfect CSI.
We further investigated the achievable MCE JMCE(  Hsub)
performance of the standard TBCE scheme, when assisting
the NBJTRAS aided MIMO system as well as when assist-
ing the conventional MIMO system operating without AS,
where   Hsub ∈ CLR×LT denoted the channel matrix estimate
of the MIMO system activated for data communication. The
MCE results obtained for both systems are compared in
Fig. 10, where the number of training blocks was set to MT =
8,12 and 30, respectively, for both systems. It can readily
Fig. 10. Achievable MCE performance of the NBJTRAS aided MIMO(8,4;
4,2;-QAM) with the AS loading factor of fAS(8,4) = 2 and the conventional
MIMO(4,2;4,2;4-QAM) without AS, both assisted by the standard training
based channel estimator.
be seen from Fig. 10 that the MCE of the training based
channel estimator for the NBJTRAS aided MIMO(8,4;4,2;
4-QAM) with fAS(8,4) = 2 is approximately 3 dB lower than
the MCE of the same training based channel estimator for
the conventional MIMO(4,2;4,2;4-QAM) operating without
AS. The signiﬁcance of the results shown in Fig. 10 war-
rants further discussion. For the conventional MIMO(4,2;4,2;
4-QAM) using no AS, the channel estimator estimates the (2
× 4)-element MIMO channel matrix based on the MT training
symbol blocks. The MCE between this (2 × 4)-element MIMO
estimate and the true (2 × 4)-element MIMO channel invoked
for data communication is then calculated and depicted in
Fig. 10. For the NBJTRAS aided MIMO(8,4;4,2;4-QAM)
using fAS(8,4) = 2—given the same number of MT training
symbol blocks—the channel estimator relying on RF chain
reuse estimates the four (2 × 4)-element MIMO channel ma-
trices to form the estimate of the “virtual” (4 × 8)-element
full MIMO channel matrix. The NBJTRAS algorithm then
selects a (2 × 4)-element estimated subset MIMO channel
matrix from this estimated full MIMO channel matrix. The
MCE between this selected (2 × 4)-element MIMO estimate
and the corresponding true (2 × 4)-element MIMO channel ac-
tivated for data communication is then calculated and depicted
in Fig. 10. The results of Fig. 10 are remarkable—the same
MMSE channel estimator relying on the same training length of
MT is used for both systems, and yet the MCE obtained by the
NBJTRASaidedMIMO(8,4;4,2;4-QAM)withfAS(8,4) = 2
is approximately 3 dB lower than that achieved by the con-
ventional MIMO(4,2;4,2;4-QAM) using no AS. This clearly
demonstrates that the proposed NBJTRAS scheme is capable
of improving the TBCE accuracy, and this also proves that
AS is generally beneﬁcial in terms of enhancing the accuracy
of TBCE.
C. Proposed TTCE for NBJTRAS Aided MIMO
We are now ready to investigate the overall performance of
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Fig. 11. Achievable BER performance of the proposed TTCE assisted and
NBJTRAS aided MIMO(8,4;4,2;4-QAM), in comparison to that of the stan-
dard TBCE scheme assisted NBJTRAS aided MIMO(8,4;4,2;4-QAM). Both
the systems employ an AS loading factor of fAS(8,4) = 2.
turbo MIMO system. The maximum number of selected sym-
bol blocks invoked for the BBSB-SDACE scheme was set to
Msel = 500, and we tested the effects of MT =1 2and 30
MIMO training blocks. The achievable BER performance of
the TTCE assisted and NBJTRAS aided MIMO(8,4;4,2;
4-QAM) scheme is shown in Fig. 11 as solid curves, in com-
parison to those of the standard TBCE assisted and NBJTRAS
aided three-stage turbo MIMO(8,4;4,2;4-QAM) arrangement,
which are depicted as dashed curves in Fig. 11. The both
systems adopted the AS loading factor of fAS(8,4) = 2.T h e
optimal performance bound of the idealized NBJTRAS aided
three-stage turbo MIMO(8,4;4,2;4-QAM) with fAS(8,4) = 2
and associated with perfect CSI is also included in Fig. 11 as
a benchmark. It can be seen from Fig. 11 that the proposed
TTCE assisted and NBJTRAS aided MIMO system is capable
of achieving an inﬁnitesimally low BER at SNR ≈ 1.8 dB for
MT =1 2 . Hence it outperforms the standard TBCE assisted
and NBJTRAS aided MIMO system by about 2.7 dB. This
clearly demonstrates the power of the tier-two BBSB-SDACE
scheme in improving the accuracy of the MIMO CE. Addi-
tionally, we note that there exists a small performance gap of
approximately 0.7 dB between the TTCE aided MIMO system
using MT =1 2 initial training data blocks and the perfect
CSI performance bound. The reason for this phenomenon can
be explained as follows. The CE error of the tier-one TBCE
scheme has two effects. Firstly, the full channel matrix estimate
  H of (15) contains the CE error which in turn will impose
AS errors. Secondly, the estimate   Hsub of the selected subset
MIMO system used for actual communication also contains
the CE error. Even though the effects imposed by the CE
error in   Hsub on the system’s achievable performance will be
completely eliminated by the tier-two BBSB-SDACE scheme
[32], the effects of the AS error cannot be dealt with by
the tier-two DDCE scheme. Given a low number of initial
training data, such as in the case of MT =1 2 , the AS error
will be noticeable, and this leads to a slight degradation of
the overall performance observed in Fig. 11. By increasing the
number of initial training data, we will be able to reduce the
Fig. 12. Effects of threshold Th to the achievable performance of the TTCE
assisted and NBJTRAS aided MIMO(8,4;4,2;4-QAM) with fAS(8,4) = 2
and MT =1 2initial training data.
AS error and consequently to mitigate this performance loss.
Observe in Fig. 11 that the TTCE assisted and NBJTRAS aided
MIMO system is capable of closely approaching the optimal
performance bound associated with perfect CSI with the aid of
MT =3 0initial training data blocks.
The effects of the block-of-bits selection threshold Th on the
achievable BER performance were also investigated by varying
the value of Th in the set {0.01, 0.03, 0.05, 0.1} under the same
system conﬁguration. The corresponding results are shown in
Fig. 12, where it can be seen that for Th =0 .03 and 0.05,t h e
same system performance is attained with the aid of the BBSB-
SDACE scheme. However, for a threshold value of Th =0 .01,
a performance degradation occurs, since the number of decision
blocks selected for CE is probably insufﬁcient, for such a low
threshold. On the other hand, given a high value of Th =0 .1,
some unreliable decision blocks may have been selected for CE
and this may lead to a performance degradation. The results of
Fig. 12 clearly conﬁrm that as long as the threshold value is not
chosen to be too high or too low, the performance of the BBSB-
SDACE scheme remains insensitive to the actual value of Th.
Indeed, there exists a range of values for Th, which allow the
BBSB-SDACE scheme to attain its full performance potential.
For this system, values in the interval Th ∈ [0.03,0.05] are all
appropriate.
Fig. 13 characterizes the MCE convergence performance
of the proposed TTCE assisted and NBJTRAS aided
three-stage turbo MIMO(8,4;4,2;4-QAM) associated with
MT =1 2 initial training blocks and an AS loading fac-
tor of fAS(8,4) = 2. Additionally, the MCE performance
of the standard TBCE assisted and NBJTRAS aided three-
stage turbo MIMO(8,4;4,2;4-QAM) scheme associated with
MT =1 2 and 500 training blocks as well as the same
fAS(8,4) = 2 are also presented in Fig. 13 as comparison.
From the results shown in Fig. 13, it can be seen that
the tier-two BBSB-SDACE scheme is capable of substan-
tially improving the accuracy of the CE by approximately
15 dB, and its MCE converges in 5 iterations from the initial
MCE of the TBCE scheme with the aid of MT =1 2training
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Fig. 13. MCE performance of the proposed TTCE assisted and NBJTRAS
aided MIMO(8,4;4,2;4-QAM) with MT =1 2 , in comparison to those of
the standard TBCE scheme assisted and NBJTRAS aided MIMO(8,4;4,2;4-
QAM) with MT =1 2and 500. Both the systems employ fAS(8,4) = 2.
data for SNR > 1.8 dB. This is because in our simulations
the BBSB-SDACE scheme selects no more than Msel = 500
high-quality data blocks per frame for the DDCE and, further-
more, with the aid of the tier-two BBSB-SDACE scheme, our
TTCE assisted and NBJTRAS aided MIMO(8,4;4,2;4-QAM)
arrangement attains a vanishingly low BER at the SNR value of
1.8 dB, as shown in Fig. 11. Therefore, under the operational
conditions of SNR > 1.8 dB the selected data symbols are all
correct and they are as “good” as the training data symbols.
D. NBJTRAS Aided MIMO Systems in a Spatially
Correlated Environment
The investigations carried out so far assumed an independent
fading channel environment, an assumption that is commonly
made in the literature of AS techniques. However, in practice,
the MIMO channels are often spatially correlated, because the
antenna spacing may not be sufﬁciently high to experience
independently fading MIMO channels. Let us hence inves-
tigate the impact of spatial correlation on the BER perfor-
mance of the proposed NBJTRAS algorithm. The NBJTRAS
aided MIMO(8,4;4,2;4-QAM) system using fAS(8,4) = 2
was adopted. The channel’s spatial correlation factor was set to
ρ =0 ,0.3,0.6 and 0.9, where ρ =0implied independent fad-
ing and ρ =1indicated fully correlated fading. Furthermore,
a perfectly known full MIMO CSI was assumed and again all
the results were averaged over 100 channel realizations. The
simulation results obtained are shown in Fig. 14 in comparison
to those of the conventional MIMO(4,2;4,2;4-QAM) system
using no AS. As expected, the BER performance of both
the NBJTRAS aided MIMO system and of the conventional
MIMO degrade, as the correlation between the MIMO channels
increases, because increasing the channel’s spatial correlation
is expected to reduce the diversity gain of the MIMO system.
It can also be observed that the NBJTRAS aided MIMO
system is capable of outperforming the conventional MIMO
system operating without AS in a spatially correlated channel
environment. To be more explicit, in the independent fading
Fig. 14. Achievable BER performance of the NBJTRAS aided MIMO(8,4;
4,2;4-QAM) with fAS(8,4) = 2, in comparison to those of the conventional
MIMO(4,2;4,2;4-QAM)without AS, under various spatially correlated chan-
nel environments. Both the systems assume perfectly known CSI.
environment, a performance gain of about SNR =2 .6 dB is
achieved by the NBJTRAS aided MIMO system over the con-
ventional MIMO system operating without AS. At the spatial
correlation value of ρ =0 .3, the NBJTRAS aided MIMO still
outperforms the conventional MIMO by approximately 2.6 dB.
As the spatial correlation value is increased to ρ =0 .6 and
ρ =0 .9, the performance gain is reduced to approximately
1.8 dB. Based on these results, we may conclude that at a low
spatial correlation level of say ρ<0.3, the NBJTRAS aided
MIMO system is capable of achieving the same performance
gain over the conventional MIMO system using no AS as
in the independent fading environment, while in the highly
correlated channel environment of say ρ>0.6, the NBJTRAS
aided MIMO is still capable of outperforming the conventional
MIMO, but provides a smaller performance gain.
V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a novel TTCE assisted and
NBJTRAS aided three-stage turbo coded MIMO system, and
our contribution has been twofold. Firstly, we have developed
a low-complexity yet effective NBJTRAS aided near-capacity
three-stage turbo coded MIMO system, which signiﬁcantly
outperforms the conventional MIMO system having the same
number of RF chains and operating without AS, in terms of
the achievable BER performance and throughput. Secondly,
we have proposed a new TTCE scheme relying on a low
training overhead for assisting the NBJTRAS aided MIMO
system to approach the optimal MIMO performance bound
associated with perfect CSI, which maintains a high system
effective throughput while imposing a low computational com-
plexity. More speciﬁcally, in tier one of the proposed TTCE
scheme, we use a low-complexity low-pilot-overhead channel
estimator relying on RF chain reuse to obtain an initial coarse
estimate of the full MIMO channel matrix. This allows the
NBJTRAS to be carried out based on this coarse TBCE. In
tier two of the proposed scheme, we adopt a powerful semi-
blind BBSB-SDACE scheme for assisting the three-stage turbo
data detection–decoding process. Our simulation results have136 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS, VOL. 14, NO. 1, JANUARY 2015
demonstrated that our novel TTCE assisted and NBJTRAS
aided MIMO system is indeed capable of approaching the opti-
mal ML performance bound associated with perfect CSI, with
the aid of a modest training overhead and without a signiﬁcant
increase in computational complexity. Our investigations have
also revealed that the proposed NBJTRAS scheme is capable of
signiﬁcantly improving the accuracy of the TBCE.
APPENDIX
List of Abbreviations
AS Antenna selection.
ASC Antenna selection criterion.
BBSB-SDACE Block-of-bits selection based soft-decision
aided channel estimator.
BER Bit error ratio.
BPB Bits per block.
BPS Bits per symbol.
CBAS Capacity based antenna selection.
CE Channel estimation.
CSI Channel state information.
DDCE Decision-directed channel estimation.
EXIT EXtrinsic Information Transfer.
IIR Inﬁnite-duration impulse response.
JTRAS Joint transmit and receive antenna selection.
LLR Log-likelihood ratio.
MCE Mean channel error.
MIMO Multiple-input multiple-output.
ML Maximum-likelihood.
MMSE Minimum mean square error.
NBAS Norm based antenna selection.
NBJTRAS Norm based joint transmit and receive an-
tenna selection.
QAM Quadrature amplitude transmitter.
RA Receive antenna.
RF Radio frequency.
RSC Recursive systematic code.
RxAS Receive antenna selection.
SNR Signal-to-noise ratio.
SSK Space shift keying.
TA Transmit antenna.
TxAS Transmit antenna selection.
TBCE Training based channel estimation.
TTCE Two-tier channel estimation.
URC Unity rate code.
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